
Mountaineering In Indonesia
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Mountaineering is a new activity in Indonesia since its development only
started in 1963, after the successful experiment of the Cendrawasih Expe
dition (in cooperation with mountaineers from Japan) which succeeded in
conquering the 5030 m peak of Ngga Pulu, the highest mountain in our
country. Thereafter activity in mountaineering developed rapidly. This new
sport has become popular among youth and students; before 1963 mountain
eering was regarded as a casual recreation, but now it has grown rapidly and
there are about 100 clubs involved. During the last 10 years about 15
mountaineers have died in efforts to conquer various mountains in Indonesia.

Our club-Wisata Ria Remaja-was established in 1964 and is recognised
by the National Indonesian Sports Committee as an approved organisation.
During the last 10 years the club has sent 20 expeditions to various
mountains throughout Indonesia, including the Jayawijaya expedition in
1973 and Mount Kinabalu (Malaysia). At present there are about 2500
members living in various cities. During the last few years we have made con
tacts with similar organisations in other countries, such as· the Alpine Clubs of
New Zealand, Switzerland, Italy, the Netherlands, Canada, Austria, Hungary
and Bolivia, the British Mountaineering Council and the Spanish and Iranian
Mountaineering Federations. Exchange of information has given us sub
stantial benefits, improving the techniques and facilities of our club in
mountaineering. In this connection we are very grateful to Alan Heppenstal1,
the Secretary of the International Committee of the BMC, who has kindly
helped us to obtain full information about international mountaineering.
Thanks to him we have now joined the international Alpine community and
we are pleased to learn here that our club is now being recommended to
become a member of the UIAA. We are aware that Indonesian mountaineers
are stil1 backward compared with those from other UIAA member countries,
because we started so much later. At first it had seemed that our function
would be mainly domestic, but by 1974 we realised that our backwardness
had to be overcome, so that we could become equal with our neighbour
countries. Now we are improving fast and looking forward to a brighter
tomorrow. We offer cooperation with al1 Alpine organisations in the world
for the cause of international sport and friendship.

Indonesia
The archipelago, which is Indonesia, consists of more than 13,000 islands,
having a total area of % mil1ion square miles, stretching for 1000 miles
between 6°N and 12°S and for 3400 miles between 95° and 141°E. The
principal islands are Java and Madura, Sumatra, the Riouw-Lingga
Archipelago, Banaka and Billiton, the S part of Borneo, Sulawesi (formerly
Celebes), the Moluccas, part of Timor, Bali and Lombok and the W half of
New Guinea, known as Irian. A greater part of it forms one of the world's
best known Island Arcs, where the process of mountain building is very active
and very complex. There are many active volcanoes and records of vulcanity
(including the famous Krakatau in 1883). The mountains therefore, in
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addition to the climbing they offer, are of considerable geomorphological
interest.

In the Irian district of New Guinea in the E of Indonesia is a great range of
mountains, which reaches over 5000 m, the Pengunungan Maoke (formerly
the Sneeuw Gebergte). The height exceeds that of the permanent snow-line
for that particular latitude, so there is the excitement of permanent snow in
an otherwise tropical area. These great peaks are truly wonderful, like giants
with white heads, awaiting experienced climbers.

The highest and best known peak in Indonesia is Ngga Pulu (5030 m),
formerly known as Carstenz or Karstens. It was first climbed by the Harrer
expedition in 1962. The scenery here is very interesting; we can see a range of
vegetation from wet forests to Alpine, waterfalls, moss-fields, also small
animals such as the cuscus and a kind of dendrocygna javanica on the small
lakes about 3500 m above sea-level. To the N is a plateau with several small
lakes and granite rock as a background, which makes the scenery even more
beautiful. To the E of Ngga Pulu' there is Mount Jayawijaya with its highest
peaks the Trikora (4750 m), Yamin (4700 m) and many others.

In the W part of the Indonesian Archipelago in the island of Sumatra
there is a chain of mountains, Bukit Barisan, stretching from NW to SE with a
n umber of mountain peaks more than 3000 m high, such as Mount Lauser
(3466 m). In the flora and fauna park at the foot of the mountain we can mix
adventure with pleasure-shooting pictures of wild animals such as rhinoceros,
elephant, tiger, monkey, bear and the beautiful singing birds. Mount Abong
Abong (3015 m) and Mount Kerinci (3850 m) which are among the highest
mountains in the Bukit Barisan area are volcanoes still active. No experience
of mountaineering is needed to climb here since the slopes are not steep.
However, it is necessary to be very careful. From the top of these mountains
to the S we obtain a wonderful sight of the blue Indian Ocean. Not only the
mountains and valleys, but also the fauna and flora are worth seeing; the lakes
and waterfalls contribute to the wonderful scenery which is extremely attrac
tive. Lake Toba is the best known and most beautiful lake in N Sumatra and
the hill walking in its environs is very enjoyable, so that it is not surprising to
learn that it has been a source of inspiration to artists and men of letters in
paintings, songs and essays.
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12 Krakatau before and after. Engravings from the Mat/sell Collection London (reproduced
from'Spectru1ll' 0 116/1, COl, 1974)

In the centre of the archipelago on the island of Java the mountain chain
stretches from W to E with many volcanoes such as Pangrango (3019 m) and
Cereme (3078 m) in W Java, Mount Slamet (3432 m) in central Java and
Mount Semeru (3676 m) in E Java. Beyond Java to the E there are several
more volcanoes such as Mount Agung (3142 m) on the island of Bali and
Mount Rinjani (3726 m) on the island of Lom bok. The highest peak of
Sulawesi Island is Mount Latimijong (3440 m) and of Seram Island, Mount
Pina-ia (3055 m).

These mountains in our country are of great importance to the people
because of their forests and the water they provide for irrigation to make the
rice crops more productive. We are sure that our mountains will attract
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mountain climbers from all over the world and give them plenty of oppor
tunities to employ their technical skills. These tropical mountains will cen
tainly enlarge the scope of many a mountaineer's activities. Indonesia, spread
over an area the size of the United States of America, is the largest archi
pelago in the world. There is no winter, spring or autumn, but eternal
summer. A tourist may come at any time of the year, but the season most
popular is that between October and March. In spite of the tropical location
only a small part of the country suffers from a disagreeable heat, most of it
having a climate which is pleasant all the year round.

Mountaineering has not yet become as popular in Indonesia as in other

13 Eruption of Merapi in 1954. Photo: Indonesian Embassy

countries of the UIAA. Only at the bigger towns such as jakarta, Bandung,
Malang, Sukabumi, Makassar (Ujung Pandang), Bogor Pandang are there many
enthusiasts. We hope that this article will contribute to contacts with
mountaineering associations in other countries and lead on to mutual activi
ties. Wisata Ria Remaja (63 jl Alhambra,jakarta-Barat, Indonesia) will be
pleased to meet visiting foreign mountaineers and to help them with infor
mation and comradeship among our many mountains.

I Details for Ngga Pulu-Iocation in the region of Enarotoli, Irian Jaya-transportation
by plane from Jakarta to Biak (8 hours), from Biak to Nabire and direct to Beoga
village by Cessna (charter f1ight)-a permit is required obtainable in advance from the

ationallndonesian Sports Committee, Jakarta JI. Ir. H Djuanda 111/7, Jakarta
Pusat, where additional information can also be obtained.

Appendix ( ote supplied by Evelio Echevarrfa)

ew names and heights for ew Guinean peaks. Up to date information on names and
heights of the ice peaks of ew Guinea can be found in nr. 1-2, year 1973, of
'Zeitschrift fur Gletscherkunde un Glazialgeologie', article by 3 Australian professors, J.
Peterson, G. Hope and R. Mitton. Old mountain names have been changed by the
Indonesian government, to which thc former Dutch colony now belong. The Carsten z
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Pyramid (now 4883 m) has been renamed }ayakusumu or 'Victorious Power'; Mount
}uliana (now 4640 m) has become Mandala (a mystic element to affirm religious
freedom) and Mount Wilhelmina (now 4730 m) has been rechristened Trikora (after a
zonal Indonesian army command). No new names seem to have been given to Nga Poloe,
Sunday Peak, Oost Carstensz Top or Idenburg Top. The Australians mentioned above
verified that Idenburg Top is locally known as Enggea ('Unknown'). The heights of
these peaks were also lowered: Nga Poloe and Sunday Peak both down to 4860 m,
Enggea to 4717 m; the others were not accurately surveyed, but a fairly consistent
difference of 120 to 140 meters between the Australian figures (1971-72) and the
Dutch figures (1936) was found.

Part of this information was obtained through the kindness of Prof Hope (Canberra)
who, with the other members of the 1971-2 Australian expedition will publish in
Rotterdam in early 1976 a book, 'Gunung Es', which will include history of exploration,
narratives of the 2 Australian expeditions, topographic surveys, glaciology, etc., as well
as a map of the ice areas of the island.

The ascents of the Indonesian-American expedition of 1973, have been recorded in
AA} 1974, p225.

(It can be seen that considerable redefinition is needed in this area. The article and
note make some progress in this direction and I shall be pleased to print further infor
mation as it comes to hand. Hon.Ed.)

In quest of the ultimate
Fred Rogerson

At 06.18hrs on 23 June 1975, Joss Naylor, 39-year-old sheep farmer from
Wasdale in Cumbria, had accomplished a new Lake District 24-hour Fell
Record having traversed 72 summits with approximately 37,000 ft of ascent
and 105 miles distance in a total time of 23 hours 11 minutes, starting and
finishing at the same place. A small group of people, including his com
panions on the fells and assistants at the road access points en route, filed past
him and shook him by the hand. After thanking his helpers and brief inter
views, Joss departed for Keswick-this time by car-to a no doubt welcome
bath and a few hours rest before returning to Wasdale to catch up with farm
work.

For more than a century men with the ability to traverse rough mountain
terrain with speed and safety have tested their endurance and stamina by
accepting the challenge offered by the Lake District Fells. A pioneer was the
Reverend J. M. Elliott of Cambridge, who in 1864 accomplished in 8Y2 hours
from Wasdale Head the round of Scafell, Scafell Pike, Great End, Great
Gable, Kirkfell, Pillar, Steeple, Red Pike and Stirrup Crag, Yewbarrow, with
approximately 6500 ft of ascent and 15 miles in distance. This round was
eventually to become the basis of the Lake District 24-hour Fell Record. A
notable Alpine climber, the Reverend Elliott fell to his death on the
Schreckhorn in July, 1869.

Doctor A. W. Wakefield of Keswick (one of the team on the 1922 Everest
Expedition) took up the challenge in 1902 with a round of 11 mountains in
under 24 hours, and the following year increased the round to 20 mountains
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